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Auction

26 COSMIC STREET, ROBERTSONAUCTION ON-SITE 04/05/2024 AT 12:30PM26 Cosmic Street, Robertson. Nestled in

a tranquil and private locale behind gates double-storey home that stands proud and strong on a 2404m² land with tennis

court.The 6 well-appointed massive bedrooms provide ample space for the entire family, ensuring everyone has their own

sanctuary to unwind and relax. The master suite, a true retreat, boasts indulgent features and a private haven for rest and

rejuvenation.The property also falls within the esteemed MacGregor State School catchment zone, providing quality

public school education in walking distance. Moreover, the home's proximity to motorways allows for swift travel to the

city, north and south coasts and regional hotspots.Exceptionally convenient for families, you are a mere 14-minutes to

Brisbane's CBD and you have easy access to schools, childcare centres, shops, parks, QSAC center, Griffith Nathan

Campus and public transport. A quick car ride will take you to Westfield Mount Gravatt, offering delectable dining,

world-class brands, and various entertainment options, and not forgetting Sunnybank's iconic shopping and gastronomic

district only a mere 4-minutes away.Highlights include:- 6 bedrooms / 3 bathrooms / 3 lockup garages- Two entertainment

areas- Dining connecting to extra sitting area- Fully fenced and gated residence- 2404 sqm land- 55.9m frontage- Huge

basement- Private tennis court- Double Storey large scale home- Suitable for sub-division or strata-titled community-

Central position for transport, amenities & education facilitiesGuaranteed to gain an unprecedented amount of interest,

this property has potential regardless of whether your vision incorporates a renovation honouring the essence of the

charming home that stage before us or you have bolder dreams that may include a subdivision or even bigger; a knock

down and new build of a massive mansion that embodies such a premium location. Contact Eric Li & Dylan Wei today!

Disclaimer: Due to QLD legislation which prohibits a seller or agent from providing a price guide for auction properties, a

price guide isn't available. The website possibly filtered this property into a price range for functionality purposes. Any

estimates are not provided by the agent and should not be taken as a price guide.Disclaimer: Whilst every effort has been

made to ensure the accuracy of these particulars, no warranty is given by the vendor or the agent as to their accuracy.

Interested parties should not rely on these particulars as representations of fact but must instead satisfy themselves by

inspection or otherwise.


